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MATH MOMENTS AT HOME 
 

Kindergarten 

 Have your child count to 100 by ones, fives and tens.  Count objects like windows, doors, etc… 

 Use the calendar to count the number of days in a week or in a month, to count the number of 

months in a year, or to name the days of a week or months of a year. 

 Pour different amounts of water into 3 or 4 glasses that are the same size.  Compare the amounts of 

water using terms such as more, less, or the same. 

 Compare sizes of different objects using terms such as bigger, smaller, longer, shorter, etc… 

 Sort objects by size, shape and color, and discuss what makes them different from each other. 

 Find different kinds of patterns in your home such as on wallpaper, quilts, curtains, furniture, 

clothing, etc… 
 

First Grade 

 Play the number game. “Guess my number between 20 and 30.  Use the words more or less as clue 

words. 

 Make cleaning up fun!  Estimate how many toys, books, stuffed animals, etc. are on the floor.  Count 

each item as it is put away to see how close the estimate is to the actual number of items. 

 Play addition war.  Remove all face cards from a deck of playing cards and divide the remaining 

cards between two players.  Each player puts 2 cards down and the person with the highest sum 

wins all four cards. 

 Let your child pay at the store.  Save the change and have your child identify the coins and the value 

of the change returned. 

 Practice telling time to the hour and half hour using a digital and an analog clock. 
  

Second Grade 

 Practice skip counting by 2’s, 3’s, 4’s, 5’s, 10’s and 20’s 

 Use an analog clock and a digital clock to figure out elapsed time (time taken to complete an 

activity).  Practice estimating amount of time it takes to brush teeth, tie shoes, get dressed, eat 

breakfast, etc… 

 Calendar activities:  “What month is 2 months after March?”  “What day of the week is May 

10th?”  “What is the 3rd Tuesday in August?” 

 Practice identifying coins and their values.  Using their own money, have your child count and decide 

if they have enough to make a certain purchase. 

 Have your child figure out the “fair share” of candy, snacks, food, etc. when splitting it between 2 

or more people.  This sharpens counting, adding, subtracting, and sometimes, fraction skills. 

 

Third Grade 

 Make or use already made math fact flash cards (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) 

 Let your child know what time you are leaving for an event, and have him/her calculate how much 

time there is between the current time and the time you are leaving. 

 Start a change jar – Once a week let your child count the contents.  Have your child count out lunch 

money, snack/milk money or book money.  

 While in the car, practice mental math.  (Ex: 2 X 2 –1 =) 

 Play card games – Turn over two cards at a time and figure out the sum, the difference and the 

product of the two numbers turned over. (You can remove the face cards first or use them as 11, 12, 

and 13; Aces are equal to 1) 
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Fourth Grade 

 Have your child round prices in a toy catalog to the nearest dollar.  Let your child cut and paste 

pictures of purchases on paper and total what he/she has spent using the rounded prices. 

 Think of a number within a range of stated numbers.  Have your child figure out the number by 

asking questions such as “Is it more than 20?” “Is it less than 80?” “Is it an odd/even number?” 

 Have your child calculate what time to start getting ready and what time to leave your house in order 

to get to an event on time.  

 Make or use already made flash cards to review addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

facts. 

 Unfold a cardboard box without showing your child and have him/her predict what shape it will make 

when put back together. Have him/her put it back together to test their predictions. 
  

Fifth Grade 

 Practice math facts in the car.  Talk about number families.  Ex: 3+4=7, 4+3=7, 7-4=3, 7-3=4 

 Let your child measure ingredients when you cook. Figure out how much of each ingredient is 

needed if you cut a recipe in half, double it, or triple it. 

 Collect grocery slips. Have your child categorize items into meat, produce, dairy, etc…  Add up 

amount spent in each category.  Make a graph to determine which costs the most. 

 Give your child a catalog and a specific amount of money to spend (e.g. $100.00).  Have him/her 

make imaginary purchases and find the total cost.  Include shipping and handling charges. 

 Read schedules for information (TV Guide, bus, train).  Watch a 30-minute TV show.  Time the 

length of commercials.  Figure out time of actual show to the nearest minute. 

 

 

    Questions to use to have mathematical conversations with your child 

 
 I have a question about …….. 

 Can you prove your results another way? 

 Can you tell me why you think that? 

 I’m still a little fuzzy about…… 

 I noticed you ………. 

 I got different results because …….. 

 I agree with the results because …… 

 Could you explain that to me another way? 

 What is another strategy we could use to check your results? 

 Can you tell me more about ……. 

 How do you know your answer is correct? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


